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We are convinced of the educational

Concordia has been created after WW2

values of youth volunteer work camps.

to promote tolerance and peace through

Our 3 nonprofit organizations have come

cultural and generational exchanges.

together

https://www.concordia.fr/

to

promote

the

camps

runnning this summer 2022 in the Alps.

Educ'alps is a network working in the

Solidarités

Jeunesses

field of moutain-oriented education

jeunes)

working

is

(Villages
for

des

community

across the Alps acting locally and

education, solidarity and peace between

internationally.

cultures towards social progress.

https://www.educalpes.fr/EnglisH

https://www.solidaritesjeunesses.org/

May

June

25/05 to 8/06 - A sustainable path
Serres (Hautes-Alpes)

+18 y.o

Learn dry stone masonry techniques in the Baronnies
Provençales!
08/06 to 22/06 - Another brick in the wall!
Chanaz (Savoie)

18 - 99 y.o

Renovate a stone wall of a 13th Century fortified house!

19/06 to 03/07 - Clausonne abbey 1
Clausonne (Hautes-Alpes)

+18 y.o

Discover the ancient techniques of dry stone masonry
through the refurbishment of a sheepfold & restoration
of a hiking path!

July
08/07 to 22/07 - The"demoiselles coiffées" walking
path
Remollon (Hautes-Alpes)

St Paul-Trois-Châteaux (Drôme)

+18 y.o

15-17

y.o

Renovate a retaining wall for a hiking trail!

Restores of a walking path in a former quarry!

08/07 to 22/07 - The lost path
Valloire (Savoie)

13/07 to 03/08 - The midi stones quarries

15/07 to 29/07 - Green'oble!
Grenoble (Isère)

15-17 y.o

15-17 y.o

Reopen a hiking path & learn dry stone masonry

Creates mural painting & green spaces in an urban

techniques!

environment!

08/07 to 22/07 - Lakes, mountains & Savoie !
La Motte-Servolex (Savoie)

18-30 y.o

25/07 to 08/08 - Clausonne abbey 2
Clausonne (Hautes-Alpes)

+18 y.o

Renovate a hiking path in the Janons wetand, and

Discover the ancient techniques of dry stone

contribute te to the town's embellishment!

masonry through the refurbishment of a sheepfold
& restoration of a hiking path!

11/07 to 01/08 - In the Lesdiguières duke's footsteps
27/07 to 09/08 - Discovering an abandoned village
Le Glaizil (Hautes-Alpes)

18-30 y.o

Reinforces the masonry of a wall of escarpment
(defensive wall) as well as the surroundings of the
castle!

+18 y.o

old village & archaeology!
27/07 to 10/08 - Let nature in!

11/07 to 01/08 - The green theatre
Vaunières (Hautes-Alpes)

Etoile-Saint-Cyrice (Hautes-Alpes)

Refurbish low retaining walls in the main street of the

Serre-Chevalier (Hautes-Alpes)

+18 y.o

Refurbish the stage floor which hosts the performances
during the summer cultural events!

15 - 17 y.o

Art camp : Create a fresco and mural painting in a
youth hostel!

August
08/08 to 29/08 - Urban management in Orpierre
Orpierre (Hautes-Alpes)

+18 y.o

Clear bushes & learn how to renovate a dry stone

Map of the French Alps

staircase!
11/08 to 26/08 - Calades à l'Epine
L'Epine (Hautes-Alpes)

+18 y.o

Renovate paved streets & learn dry stone masonry
techniques!

Localize your Youth
Volunteer Camp in the

September

French Alps !

02/09 to 16/09 - Colors of Vercors
Châtillon-en-Diois (Drôme)

18 - 99 y.o

Restores a wood cabin & a alcohol still!

17/09 to 02/10 - The ruins of Arzeliers
Laragne-Montéglin (Hautes-Alpes)

18 - 30 y.o

Boundaries of the Alpine massif

Protect old houses near Arzeliers castle by using
plaster (collection, cooking and use)!
Source : Commissariat à l'aménagement, au développement et à la protection des Alpes, 2004

